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The Starting Point The Starting Point –– The Mission StatementThe Mission Statement

The The mission statementmission statement
for the for the Screwdriver Screwdriver 
project.project.

Alternative terminology: Alternative terminology: 
charter charter or or design brief.design brief.



Identify Customer NeedsIdentify Customer Needs



Identify Customer NeedsIdentify Customer Needs



The Goals of Identify Customer NeedsThe Goals of Identify Customer Needs
Ensure that the product is focused on customer needsEnsure that the product is focused on customer needs

Identify latent or hidden needs as well as explicit needs.Identify latent or hidden needs as well as explicit needs.

Provide a fact base for justifying the product specifications.Provide a fact base for justifying the product specifications.

Create an archival record of the needs activity of the Create an archival record of the needs activity of the 
development process.development process.

Ensure that no critical customer need is missed or Ensure that no critical customer need is missed or 
forgotten.forgotten.

Develop a common understanding of customer needs Develop a common understanding of customer needs 
among members of the development team.among members of the development team.



The Five Step Process of Identifying The Five Step Process of Identifying 
Customer NeedsCustomer Needs

Step 1:Step 1: Interpret the raw data in terms of customer Interpret the raw data in terms of customer 
needsneeds

Step 2:Step 2: Organize the needs into a hierarchy of Organize the needs into a hierarchy of 
primary, secondary, and (if necessary) tertiary primary, secondary, and (if necessary) tertiary 
needsneeds

Step 3:Step 3: Establish the relative importance of the needsEstablish the relative importance of the needs

Step 4:Step 4: Ensure that Ensure that the product is focused on the product is focused on 
customer needscustomer needs

Step 5:Step 5: Reflect on the results and the processReflect on the results and the process



Step 1: Gather Raw Data from the CustomersStep 1: Gather Raw Data from the Customers p 56p 56

Frequently used methods for gathering raw data Frequently used methods for gathering raw data 
from the customer / user are:from the customer / user are:

InterviewsInterviews
Focus groupsFocus groups
Observing the product in useObserving the product in use



Step 2: Interpret Raw Data in Terms of Step 2: Interpret Raw Data in Terms of 
Customer Needs                                                  Customer Needs                                                  



Step 4: Establish the Relative Importance Step 4: Establish the Relative Importance 
of the Needs                                                    of the Needs                                                    



Product Specifications                                   Product Specifications                                   



What are Product Specifications?What are Product Specifications?

Customer needsCustomer needs are generally expressed in the are generally expressed in the ””language language 
of the customer.of the customer.””

In order to provide specific guidance about how to design and In order to provide specific guidance about how to design and 
engineer a product, development teams establish a engineer a product, development teams establish a set of set of 
product specificationsproduct specifications, which spell out in precise, , which spell out in precise, 
measurable detail measurable detail whatwhat the product has to do in order to be the product has to do in order to be 
commercially successful.commercially successful.



What are Product Specifications?What are Product Specifications?

A product specification (singular) consist of a metricmetric and a 
value.value.
For example For example ““average time to assembleaverage time to assemble”” is a is a metric,metric, while while ““less than 75 less than 75 
secondsseconds”” is a is a value.value.

Note that the value might take on several forms, including a parNote that the value might take on several forms, including a particular ticular 
number, a range or an inequality. Values are always labeled withnumber, a range or an inequality. Values are always labeled with the the 
appropriate appropriate unit.unit.



Establish Product Specifications                 Establish Product Specifications                 

Alternative terms to product specificationsproduct specifications are product product 
requirementsrequirements or engineering characteristicsengineering characteristics. 

In Swedish: ““produktspecifikationproduktspecifikation”” (avseende listningen
av allaalla egenskaper produkten förväntas ha. Även
““kravspecifikationkravspecifikation”” är vanligt förekommande – trots att
alla egenskaper inte nödvändigtvis har rangen av att vara
krav.)



Establishing Target SpecificationsEstablishing Target Specifications

. Start with the 
Customer Needs



Establish Product Specifications                  Establish Product Specifications                  



Establishing Target SpecificationsEstablishing Target Specifications

The process of establishing target specifications contains fourThe process of establishing target specifications contains four
steps:steps:
Step 1:Step 1: Prepare a list of metricsPrepare a list of metrics

Step 2:Step 2: Collect competitive benchmarking information.Collect competitive benchmarking information.

Step 3:Step 3: Set ideal and marginally acceptable target values.Set ideal and marginally acceptable target values.

Step 4:Step 4: Reflect on the result and the process.Reflect on the result and the process.



Step 1: Prepare the List of MetricsStep 1: Prepare the List of Metrics

.

Establish Metrics and Units



Step 1: Prepare the List of MetricsStep 1: Prepare the List of Metrics

.
Link Metrics to Needs



Step 2: Collect the Competitive Step 2: Collect the Competitive 
Benchmarking InformationBenchmarking Information

.
Competitive benchmarking based onCompetitive benchmarking based on MetricsMetrics



Step 3: Set Ideal and Marginally Acceptable Step 3: Set Ideal and Marginally Acceptable 
Target Values for Each Metric Target Values for Each Metric 

There are five ways to express the values of the 
metrics:.

At least X At least X –– higher is betterhigher is better
At most X At most X –– lower is betterlower is better
Between X and YBetween X and Y
Exactly XExactly X
A set of discrete values X, Y, ZA set of discrete values X, Y, Z



Step 3: Set Ideal and Marginally Acceptable Step 3: Set Ideal and Marginally Acceptable 
Target Values for Each Metric Target Values for Each Metric 

.

The target specificationsThe target specifications



Concept Generation Concept Generation –– example Cordless example Cordless 
Electric Roofing Nailer                                     Electric Roofing Nailer                                     



Concept Generation                                       Concept Generation                                       



What is a Product Concept?                          What is a Product Concept?                          

A A product conceptproduct concept is an is an approximateapproximate description of the description of the 
technology, technology, working principle(s)working principle(s), and , and formform of the of the 
product. product. 

A A working principleworking principle is the is the technical realization based technical realization based 
on one or a combination of the laws of nature.on one or a combination of the laws of nature.

A concept is a A concept is a concise descriptionconcise description of how the product of how the product 
will satisfy the customer needs. will satisfy the customer needs. 

A concept is usually expressed as a A concept is usually expressed as a sketch or as a sketch or as a 
rough threerough three--dimensional model and is often dimensional model and is often 
accompanied by a brief textual descriptionaccompanied by a brief textual description..



Working Principles Working Principles –– an Examplean Example

Source: E. Tjalve “Systematisk utformning af industriprodukter”, 1976

Working principleWorking principle for a for a 
microscope microscope -- specialized for specialized for 
studies of chromosomesstudies of chromosomes



Product Architecture         EmbodimentProduct Architecture         Embodiment

Source: E. Tjalve “Systematisk utformning af industriprodukter”, 1976

Having established theHaving established the Working principleWorking principle of the concept, the next step is to create its of the concept, the next step is to create its 
ArchitectureArchitecture (localization of its constitutive subsystems). Based on this th(localization of its constitutive subsystems). Based on this the e 
EmbodimentEmbodiment (form and shape) will finalize the generation of the concept. (form and shape) will finalize the generation of the concept. 
Note that the Note that the ArchitectureArchitecture and and EmbodimentEmbodiment of the concept is most frequently of a of the concept is most frequently of a 
preliminary naturepreliminary nature, while the establishment of the , while the establishment of the Working PrincipleWorking Principle is final! is final! 

Concept Concept -- ArchitectureArchitecture Concept Concept –– EmbodimentEmbodiment



A FiveA Five--Step Method Concept Generation Step Method Concept Generation 
Method                                                          Method                                                          



Step 1: Clarify the Problem                           Step 1: Clarify the Problem                           

.

Decomposition of a Complex problem into Simpler Decomposition of a Complex problem into Simpler SubproblemsSubproblems



Step 2: Search Externally                               Step 2: Search Externally                               

There are at least five good ways to gather information There are at least five good ways to gather information 
from external sources. These are:from external sources. These are:

Interview lead users
Consult experts
Search patents
Search published literature
Benchmark related products

.



Step 3: Search InternallyStep 3: Search Internally
GuidelinesGuidelines useful for improving both individual and group improving both individual and group 
internal search:internal search:.

Suspend judgmentSuspend judgment

Generate a lot of ideasGenerate a lot of ideas

Infeasible ideas are welcomeInfeasible ideas are welcome

Use graphical and physical mediaUse graphical and physical media



Step 4: Explore SystematicallyStep 4: Explore Systematically

.



Step 4: Explore SystematicallyStep 4: Explore Systematically

.Pruning of less promising branches

Identification of independent 
approaches to the problem

Exposure of inappropriate emphasis on 
certain branches

Refinement of the problem decomposition 
for a particular branch

Classification Tree – benefits:



Step 4: Explore SystematicallyStep 4: Explore Systematically

.

A new problem 
decomposition



Step 4: Explore SystematicallyStep 4: Explore Systematically

.
Concept 
Combination 
Table



Step 4: Explore Systematically Step 4: Explore Systematically –– an Alternative an Alternative 
Approach Using Design CataloguesApproach Using Design Catalogues

.

Design Catalogue  
based on a listing 
of the existing laws 
of physics for the 
elementary sub-
problem 
“Generating Force”

Source: Lic. Eng. Thesis by R. Bjärnemo 1983



Step 4: Explore Systematically Step 4: Explore Systematically –– an Alternative an Alternative 
Approach Using Design CataloguesApproach Using Design Catalogues

.
Concept (candidate) solutions

Source: Lic. Eng. Thesis by R. Bjärnemo 1983 



MechatronicMechatronic products products -- examplesexamples

.
Adaptronic products



An example of a mechanical clutch
- the Cone Clutch
In the drawing In the drawing otot the the cone cone 
clutchclutch in the figure shows that it in the figure shows that it 
consists of a consists of a cupcup keyed or keyed or 
splinedsplined to the left shaft, a to the left shaft, a conecone
that must slide axially on that must slide axially on splinessplines
or keys on the mating shaft or keys on the mating shaft 
(right), and a (right), and a helical springhelical spring to to 
hold the clutch in engagement. hold the clutch in engagement. 
The clutch is disengaged by The clutch is disengaged by 
means of a means of a forkfork that fits into the that fits into the 
shifting shifting groowgroow on the friction on the friction 
cone. The cone. The cone angle cone angle αα and the and the 
diameterdiameter and and face width of the face width of the 
conecone are the important are the important 
geometric geometric design parametersdesign parameters. . 



An example of a mechanical clutch
- the Cone Clutch

Based on the assumption of Based on the assumption of 
uniform wearuniform wear and and uniform uniform 
pressurepressure the force the force FF and the and the 
torque transmittedtorque transmitted. . 
These relations forms the These relations forms the 
underlying phenomenaunderlying phenomena upon upon 
which the which the working principleworking principle of of 
the cone clutch is based.the cone clutch is based.



The DESIGN TASK 
1.1. Design a clutch based on a Design a clutch based on a mechanical working mechanical working 

principle!principle!
2.2. Design a clutch based on an Design a clutch based on an electrical working electrical working 

principle!principle!
3.3. Design a clutch which is based on a Design a clutch which is based on a combination of combination of 

mechanical and electrical working principles!mechanical and electrical working principles! Note Note 
that in order to design such a clutch that in order to design such a clutch at least one of at least one of 
the working principles is utilized for a the working principles is utilized for a subfunctionsubfunction
of the overall functionof the overall function of the clutch. An example of of the clutch. An example of 
such a such a subfunctionsubfunction with reference to the cone clutch with reference to the cone clutch 
might be the mechanism by which the clutch is might be the mechanism by which the clutch is 
disengaged!disengaged!



The DESIGN TASK 
The results should be The results should be documented in a report!documented in a report!
In the report the In the report the results of each of the tasksresults of each of the tasks should contain:should contain:

A A sketch of the clutchsketch of the clutch and a and a verbal description ofverbal description of how it how it 
works!works!
A A discussiondiscussion of the of the constitutive phenomenaconstitutive phenomena of the working of the working 
principle(s). principle(s). 
If possibleIf possible present the present the torque transmitted as a function of torque transmitted as a function of 
some of the important design parameters! some of the important design parameters! 
The report should be sent to The report should be sent to robert.bjarnemo@mkon.lth.serobert.bjarnemo@mkon.lth.se latest latest 
Tuesday 2nd of February. Tuesday 2nd of February. 
File format File format Word and Word and PdfPdf! ! 
The The results of the report will be discussed individually with results of the report will be discussed individually with 
each of the participantseach of the participants in the course! in the course! Date, time and location Date, time and location 
for these discussions will be on Friday 5th February for these discussions will be on Friday 5th February 
distributed by Henriette Weibull!distributed by Henriette Weibull!

mailto:robert.bjarnemo@mkon.lth.se
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